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Official UMSL Police Photo by Patrolman Karl Kenkel 
Burning car 
It isn't every day your car 
burns. But this is exactly what 
happened to William Taylor , last 
Friday, Oct. 26. 
"I was leaving the lot when I 
heard an explosion," Taylor 
said. "I put it in park and got 
out to see what happened. There 
was smoke cQJlling out of the 
hood and it was too hot to touch 
to open. I got the hell out of 
there. " 
pfficer Robert John of campus 
pohce spotted the smoke and 
was on the scene in minutes. He 
radioed in the report of the fire . 
and Chief Nelson phoned the 
Normandy Fire Department. 
Despite the quick arrival of the 
fire truck, the car burned 
completely. 
Worker falls from building 
by Gary Hoffman 
and Carl Hess 
A workman washing windows 
at Lucas Hall last Friday had a 
disasterous fall. Window washer 
Larry Edgar, an employee of 
National Cleaning Contractors 
Company, was working on the 
windows on the south side of 
Lucas Hall when the fall 
occurred. Several people wit-
nessed the accident, and an 
unidentified student called for 
an ambulance. 
The accident happened at 8:30 
am, a peak traffic hour. Officers 
on the scene reported, however, 
that the ambulance arrived 
within 6 or 7 minutes. Campus 
policeman Fred Royal said he 
was impressed by how weB the 
crowds co-operated in the emer-
gency. 
Susan McNary of the campus 
health center said that Edgar 
was conscious and alert when 
she arrived, but that · she 
believed him to be in serious 
condition. He was taken to 
Normandy Osteopathic Hospital 
for treatment. The hospital could 
give the Current no information 
other than he was not in critical 
condition. 
"National Cleaning Contrac-
tors is an outside firm which was 
selected for the work by bids," 
UMSL custodial f0reman Thom-
as Pattison informed us. "Cam-
pus custodians do clean win-
dows, but they work only on the 
accessible windows on the lower 
levels. For windows which are 
hard to reach, we let out bids to 
professional window cleaning 
companies." He further stated 
that UMSL was not liable and 
that the cleaning company was 
bonded for just such accidents. 
An official of the window 
cleaning company described the 
apparatus Edgar was using as a 
Sky Genie Descent Control 
Device. It consists of a metal 
seat which is lowered by ropes 
from a beam on the roof. The 
rate of descent is controBed by 
the person in the seat by 
wrapping a rope around a metal 
bolt pin. The more wraps around 
the pin, the slower the descent . 
The cleaning company official 
said he had no report on the 
accident yet , but that the 
equipment had been checked 
an{l they had found nothing 
wl'ong. He stated that he 
couldn't say what caused the 
accident, but speculated that it 
was possible that Edgar had 
taken off more than the mini-
mum safe number of wraps in 
order to descend quicker. 
Two eyewitnesses, however, 
reported hearing something 
breaking and saw broken boards 
faBing along with Edgar. Nurse 
McNary confirmed that there 
were broken boards lying next to 
Edgar at the accident scene. 
This was Edgar's first day on 
the job with National Cleaning 
Contractors, although he had 
washed windows before and was 
familiar with the apparatus'. 
When asked if he would do this 
kind of work again, he quickly 
responded, "No more." 
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Asphyxiated professor recovers 
slowly from poisonous fumes 
by Bill Townsenct 
Oct. 31---After remaining on 
the critical list for five - days, 
Eugene Corey, associate profes-
sor in chemistry, was reported in 
satisfactory condition at Nor-
mandy Osteopathic Hospital at 9 
am Wednesday morning . Corey 
was asphyxiated by carbon 
monoxide fumes in his apart-
ment early Thursday, Oct. 25. 
k hospital spokesman said 
Corey, 37, was to be removed 
from the intensive care ward 
Wednesday afternoon and trans-
ported to a room on the hospital 
floor. 
The spokesman also said that 
he was awake. Though he was 
taking some food orally, he was 
still being fed intraven.ously. His 
vital signs were reported stable. 
Sunday Corey began showing 
signs that he was comin,g out of 
the coma that had plagued him 
since Thursday. Accoramg to . 
Charles Armbruster, chairman of 
the Chemistry Department, who 
has seen Corey several times 
since the incident occured, 
""Gene responded to his name 
several times . He moved his 
head when his name was 
mentioned. " 
The cause of Corey!'§' asphyxi-
ation were gaseous fumes from 
the car of David Foley who lived 
in the other side of the duplex 
where Corey resides, 80 Belle-
rive Acres , Bel Nor. According 
to Bel Nor police , the automo-
bile was left running for some 
tIme early Thursday mornmg in ' 
the garage of the duplex. The 
garage door was shut. When 
police arrived at the scene they 
discovered Foley dead , slumped 
over the wheel. 
The cause of Foley's death 
has not yet been determined. It 
will be the subject of an investi-
gation by the St. Louis County 
medical examiner. 
The garage is situated directly 
beneath the Corey half of the 
duplex. The fumes from the car 
apparently seeped up to Corey's 
apartment while he was sleep-
ing. Since carbon monoxide gas 
is odorless, colorless, and taste-
less, Corey was probably not 
aware he was being overcome. 
Apparently , though, he did 
rise from his bed only to 
collapse in the haB near the 
'bedroom. That is where the 
police found him at about 1 pm 
Thursday afternoon. 
Armbruster and assistant 
chemistry professor Kenneth 
Barnett arrived a short time 
later. 
Armbruster was notified that 
there were police outside the 
Corey home by a secretary in 
the Chemistry Department who 
received a call from a neighbor 
of Corey's. The neighbor appar-
ently thought Corey was at work 
and wished to speak to him 
about the police who were 
outside his home. Since Arm-
bruster knew Corey was not at 
school that day (he had missed 
an appointment at 8:30 am), he 
and Barnett rushed to the scene 
as soon as they received the call. 
Armbruster got there in time ' 
to accompany Corey to the I 
hospital , giving him oxygen aB 
the way . 
Armbruster then called Cor-
ey's wife Joyce, also an associ-
ate professor of chemistry, who 
was at Kansas University in 
Lawrence attending a meeting of 
the American Chemical So-
ciety. 
Mrs . Corey got on the next 
plane to St. Louis and met 
Armbruster at the airport at 
about 5 pm. ·They subsequently 
rushed to the hospital. 
The Corey's, incidentaBy, had 
just moved in the apartment on 
the Tuesday before the incident. 
Mrs. Corey left for Lawrence the 
next day. 
Protestors call for Impeachment 
The UMSL Peace and Free-
dom Party caBed . a city-wide 
demonstration for the ' impeach-
ment of President Nixon last 
Friday. 
Over one hundred persons 
t,urned out for the event, repre-
senting most St. Louis area 
campuses .and some St. Louis I 
community prganizations. En-
thusiasm was high and popular 
support was widespread. P.F. 
members were pleased by the 
turnout. 
"When you consider the fact 
that the demonstration wasn't 
COURIE E'GATION AfII'EARS 
AFTER 'IlE-RE'tITRATION 
by Judy Singler 
"The findings of the Course 
Evaluation Program will be 
delayed by at least two weeks," 
Howard Dettmer, director of the 
program announced this week. 
Course evaluations were origin-
aBy scheduled for release on 
Nov. 7 in order to be useful to 
students during the pre-registra-
tion period. Because of difficul-
ties encountered by the program 
this will not be possible. 
One of the major problems 
was a misconception of the 
amount of time neeoed to carry 
out the evaluation task. This 
year's course · evaluation con-
sisted of more work than ever 
before. One hundred extra 
courses and a faculty report 
were added to the program's 
workload. Because of this expan-
sion, more lay-out work and 
printing became necessary. A 
new bid of between $1300 and 
$2500 was offered by Hansen's 
Printers for a different type set. 
These figures only include the . 
cost of publication for one 
' semester and have not yet been 
approved by the Course Evalua-
tion Committee. 
"In addition to these prob-
lems, Central Council volunteers 
didn't work as diligently as they 
might have," Dettmer said. The 
Council had originally estimated 
that the process of reviewing 
answer sheets would require two' 
weeks Instead, this job took ' 
twice that amount of time. 
caBed until Monday, and was 
caBed by an UMSL student 
organization the turnout was 
great," said Dan Brogan of P.F. 
The demonstration began at 
noon at the new Fedet;al 
Building downtown, with demon-
strators lining both sides of the 
street holding signs and ban-
ners . "Impeach Nixon" was the 
most popular message. Other 
banners said "Agnew has, 
Nixon should", " De-elect the 
President", and "Honk for 
Impeachment" . After about fif-
teen minutes a march began to. 
Kiener Plaza by the Old Court-
house, via the downtown shop-
ping area. 
Throughout the demopstra -
tion motorists responded to the 
" Honk for Impeachment" signs,. 
and other spectators were gener-
aBy in support of the protestors. 
"I was amazed by the support of 
the people in the downtown 
area. It's something else to see 
a businessman in a Cadillac 
raise a clenched fist," comment-
ed Ann Reiter of P.F. "This was 
easily the most popular demon-
stration I have ever attended," 
said Bob Reuter, also of P.F. 
P.F. members are considering 
other impeachment actions in 
conjunction with their new 
contacts made Friday. 
-
-
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Temporary child care 
at Women's Center 
b~ Mary Vernile 
Day care at UMSL may soon 
become a reality, with the estab-
lishment of a cooperative day 
care program. 
The program will provide 
limited service, matching up the 
hours ,of students with children 
for cooperative baby-sitting. Par-
ents will be watching the 
children in the UMSL Women's 
Center, 107a Benton Hall, until 
another room can be found. 
_ Central Council has allocated 
three hundred dollars for the 
service. 
According to Althea Mathews, 
a member of the Central Co'uncil 
committee coordinating the serv-
ice. the cooperative day care 
program will be a temporary 
program until a permanent day 
care center is started at UMSL. 
A proposal for a permanent 
center was presented to the 
.chancellor last winter by Mar-
garet Fagin, ,director of women's 
programs in the extension cen-
ter. 
Last winter's proposal planned 
to use the Casey House, on 
Natural Bridge Road across from 
Benton Hall, as the site for the 
center. The center would be 
open to members of the UMSL , 
community and the surrounding 
metropolitan area. 
The proposal, which was 
drawn up with the help of 
members of the ' education de-
partment, also planned to give 
academic credit to students in 
the School of Education for their 
work as staff members at the 
center. 
The report of a study on the 
need for day care conducted this 
summer by the chancellor's 
advisory committee on day care 
is currently before the chancel-
lor. Barb Baker, a student 
member of the advisory commit-
tee, surveyed the need and 
interest in day care among the 
UMSL faculty, staff, and student 
members, and emloyees of the 
U.S. Army Troop Command on 
Goodfellow . 
. The day care center proposal 
counted on an initial cost of 
$11,000, with tuition being 
charged for each child. The 
temporary cooperation program 
will not charge a fee or tuition , 
but each parent must donate 
some time. 
The cooperative program will 
not be licensed by the state. 
According to John Perry, busin-
ess officer of UMSL, since 
UMSL is a state institution, state 
Iicen~ing may not be required as 
long as the requirements for 
licensing are met. · 
These requirements specify 
that there must be no children 
under two years old, there must 
be one worker for every eight 
children, staff members and 
children must have yearly health 
checkups and TB tests, and 
there must be adequate space, 
as specified by the municipality 
in which the center is located. 
Children must also have ade-
quate bathroom and play facili-
ties, including an outside play 
area. ' 
According to Cheryl Salamon, 
a member of the Central Council 
Committee, who runs a day care 
facility in her home, the com-
mittee will have to work together 
with the licensing officials in 
setting up the program. She said 
that the Welfare department 
does not impose fines or penal-
ties on centers that do not 
comply with the regulations. 
, New curator named 
John H. Dalton, a Kennett, 
Mo. attorney and son of former 
Governor John M. Dalton, was 
named to thoe University of 
Missouri Board of Curators by 
Gov. Christopher S Bond on 
Oct. 24. 
Dalton, whose nomination is 
subject to confirmation by the 
Missouri Senate, would replace 
Judge William Billings, who 
resigned from the Board in 
October. His resignation goes 
into effect Jan. I, 1974. 
Certified Gemoloaist 
J / Americ:an Gem Society 
LOOSE DIAMONDS 
ENGAGEMENT RINGS 
WEDDING RINGS 
~LEARD B; HEFFERft. 
Clayton 
",'forappolntment 
.... . 
thousands of topics 
$2.75 per page . 
Nation's most extensive library of research material 
SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE, 
144~PAGE, MAIL-ORDER 
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00 
TO COVER POSTAGE 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #2 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025 
(213) 477-8474 or 477 .. 5493 
Our research material is sold for research assistance only _ 
not as a finished product for academic credit. 
W4;r%Ji~&"?!4®-"%fJ!f&~~V1@$f;~!@Wtn,. 
Council reps stalk out of meeting 
by Bob Hucker 
Two 'representatives walked 
out of last Sunday 's Central 
Council meeting in protest, 
charging that debate on a 
proposal that the Council affili-
ate itself with a statewide 
lobbying group had turned into a 
personal attack on supporters of 
the proposal. 
Council members John Green-
well and John Homan left the 
meeting during a discussion of 
the Associated Students of 
Missouri, a student lobbying 
group which tries to influence 
legislation in Jefferson City on 
behalf of the students of 
member colleges . . 
Greenwell and Homan were 
appointeq last April by former 
Council President Greg Burns, 
to serve as UMSL representa-
tives on the Associated Stu-
dents ' Board of Directors. Since 
then, the Council has provided 
travel funds for Greenwell and 
Homan to attend Associated 
Students meetings in Columbia. 
Greenwell and Homan were 
seeking support for a proposal 
that the Council pay $100 for full 
membership in the lobbying 
group. 
Other Council members ques-
tioned the value of Council 
membership in the Associated 
Students, and expressed a belief 
that the Council was wasting its 
money. They charged that the 
two Council delegates to the 
Associated Students had not ' 
consulted the Council on their 
activities, and that the benefits 
of Council ' membership in the 
group would not be worth the 
cost. 
In other action at the Oct. 28 
meeting, Curriculum Committee 
Chairperson Sue Rice announced 
that the $800 which the Council 
had appropriated for its student 
tutoring program will be ex-
hausted by this Friday, Nov. 3. 
The committee is now request-
ing funds to continue the 
program from several sources, 
including the Dean of the 
College of Arts & Sciences and 
the Dean of Students. Rice and 
tutoring program coordinator 
Mike Dace expressed confidence 
that additional funds will be 
made available. 
The Curriculum Committee is 
now studying proposed changes 
in the tutoring program which 
would make part or all of the 
program self-supporting next 
semester. Elimination of the 
present individual tutoring in 
favor of small group tutormg in 
some courses is being consider-
ed. 
The committee is also study-
ing the possibility of eliminating 
or modifying the College of Arts 
& Sciences' 13-hour foreign 
language requirement for Bache-
lor of Arts degrees. 
The next Central Council 
meeting will be held at 4 pm, 
this Sunday, Nov. 4. 
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Director laces departm.ent 
for hom.eless theatre buffs 
. by John J. Masczlowski 
When Dennis L. Bettisworth 
was hired to develop a drama 
program at UMSL, he was told 
that it wouldn't be. an easy job, 
that the " program!' in the past 
had always operated on a shoe-
string. He accepted that, and 
was rewarded with a vote of 
confidence by the administration 
and a new shoestring to replace 
the frayed and tattered one of 
past years. 
In recent years, concrete plans 
have been forming to create a 
speech department as a separate 
entity from the English Depart-
ment. Hung up' in the Curricu-
lum Committee at the end of last 
year, final plans are being 
readied for another presentation 
to the committee so a speech 
major can be created by the end 
of this school year. . 
Thinking ahead to that end, 
members of the speech non-de-
partment began preparing ideas 
for their future curriculum . One 
/lAvE FUAJ AI 
SM.f1tj'S 
l.-OU~GE. 
IN NORMANDY 
DN THE CD.IlNER.. 
A r NA TlI~AL ~/DGE 
AND I-I/CAS·lIuNr~l>. 
• 
. . 
of the most pressing ne'eds, they 
decided, was a drama program 
to give assistance to the nomadic 
wanderings of a core of theatre 
buffs composing the University 
Players . Enter almost-Dr. Bettis-
worth. 
Denny, as he prefers to be 
called, was hired last spring to 
begin work on the development 
of such a program. Fresh from 
the University of Georgia where 
he was completing doctoral work 
(he still has one chapter to finish 
for his disertation), Bettisworth 
comes to UMSL with a variety of 
duties. 
" Well first of all, I'm su~~os­
ed to teach six hours of class a 
semester .as well as direct two of 
UP's shows. In addition, of 
course, I'm at the business of 
creating a workable program." 
Bettisworth is no amateur . 
when it comes to this_ type of 
job , either. He ~pent four years 
in the Kent State system 
developing a drama program on 
the Stark Regional campus. 
, 
-r/JIS WeEkS sp~CIAJ-/ 
r:~ ( it~? 
Shortly before he left Stark, he 
designed the . theatre buildin.,g. 
there, which he has never seen . 
smce Its completion. 
"I encountered a lot of the 
same problems at Stark, most of 
all , there was . trouble getting 
space. Just like there, we're 
looking for someplace to call 
home." 
He feels that problem, at 
least, is on its way to being 
solved. Relatively firm commit-
ments from the administrative 
level lead Bettisworth to assure 
people that the ' Players, and his 
program, will fiave a home by 
next year. 
"In years past, this whole 
idea has been moved up and 
down the ladder of priorities . 
Now there seems to be some 
sort of stabilization. We have 
approval to hire a full-time 
technical person to work with 'us 
next year. Temporarily, we have 
a part-time tech man to work 
with us at least on our first two 
shows." 
Joe Simpson, hailing from 
Carnegie Institute of Technol-
ogy, is the part-timer. Joe, while 
Qnly 23 years old, has achieved 
his own renown in the Eastern 
United States. Hp. will work on 
"The Miser ," the first show, 
directed by Bettisworth , as well 
as "the Three Sisters," a play to 
be directed by the P'layer's 
president, Wayne Solomon. 
PARK.. I=REE DN ~UII.. 
Lor ACRtlS$ LVcAS-HUlf/r 
A r REAR. o.e: MCSIL "rAnoAl 
~~~.( fj€§ 
CF BEEIi!. 
By next year, with a full-time 
technical director and the addi-
tion of two new cours~s, one in 
general production and one in 
stagecraft, the new program will 
be in full swing. 
SUP ER -FIN E WEE K O::::::z:::::l::::m::::mz:::::::::Il!r.!l~ 
': •• easily the 
best movie so 
far this year!' 
- S tephen Farbe r 
NEW YORK TIMES 
... The warmest, most 
human comedy 
in a long time ... 
masterfully executed . . . 
profoundly affecting .. . 
sensationally funny." 
- Charles Champlin 
LOS ANGEL'<:S TIMES 
Where were 
youin'62? 
"AMERICAN GRAFFITI" • A LUCAS FILM LTD / COPPOlA Co. Production ' Starring RICHARD IS>REYFUSS • RONNY HONARD 
PAUl ~-E MAT· CHARLIE MARTIN SMITH· CANDY CLARK · MACKENZIE PHILLIPS • CINDY WILLIAMS ' WOlFMAN JACK 
Written by GEORGE LUCAS and GLORIA KATZ & WILLARD HUYCK ' Directed by GEORGE LUCAS 
Co·Produced by GARY KURTZ · Produced by FRANCIS FORD COPpOLA· A UNIVERSAL PICTURE · TECHNICOlOR-
OrtOI~1 Soundtrack Album ~ Topes available exclusively on MeA RfCordS IPGI:'='~~I 
WestportCioo . . 
& Sat.1:10, 3:10, 5:10, 1:20, 9:40, 12:00 Sun.-Thurs.1:10, 3:10,5:10 
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Joe Simpson, technical direc;tor, (left) and Denny Bettisworth, 
director , work on a cart wheel for "The Miser" to be presented by 
the University Players this weekend . 
Actors cart onstage; 
miserly plot unfolds 
The UMSL Uriiversity Players 
will open their season with 
'Moliere's "The Miser" Nov. 2, 
3, and 4. Curtain for the 
production will be at 8 pm . 
nightly in room 105 Benton Hall. 
A skinflint father, determined 
to marry the girl his son adores, 
has the title role in this French 
farce, one of the most enduring 
comedies of Western civiliza-
tion. 
"The Miser" has been called 
the archetypal generation gap 
comedy of free children, tied to 
a parent enslaved by his 
personal past, which is the 
pursit of money. 
The play has all the ingredients 
LOSE 20 POUNDS 
IN TWO WEEKS! 
Famous Us. Women Ski Team /)ie t 
During the non·snow off seaRon 
the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team 
members go on the "Ski Team" diet 
to lose 20 pounds in two wpeks. 
That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days! 
The basis of the diet is chemical food 
action and was. devised by a famous 
Colorado physician especially for the 
U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is 
maintained (very important') while 
reducing. You keep "full" - no 
starvation - because the diet is de· 
signed that way! It's a diet that is 
easy to follow whether you work. 
travel or stay at home. 
This ie. honestly~ a fantasticoally 
successful diet. If it weren't, the U.s. 
'Women's Ski Team wouldn't be per-
mitted to use it! Right? So, give 
yourself the same break the U.S . Ski 
Team gets. Lose weight the scientific. 
proven way . Even if you've tried all 
the other diets. you owe it to your· 
self to try the U.S. Women's S ki 
Team Diet. That is. if you really do 
want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. 
Order today. Tear this out as a 
reminder. 
Send only $2.00 ($2.25 for Rush 
ServiCe) - cash is O .K. to Coastal 
Product s. P. O . 4792. Santa Harhara. 
Calif. 9.lI0.l . Don 't order unless yo u 
cxpect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks' 
Recau,,~ that's what the Ski Team 
Diet will do' 
of the commedia del ' arte form 
-- stock characters, improvisa-
tional comedy, and slapstick con-
fusion. . 
"Moliere was greatly influ-
enced by the Italian commedia 
del' arte troupes and their unfet-
tered theatricality, " director 
Denny Lee Bettiworth said. For 
that reason, Bettisworth has had 
the set for "The Miser" 
constructed as a wagon, which 
will cart the actors on stage and 
unfold along with the play's 
action. Players will wear masks. 
Bettisworth, UMSL's first di-
rector of theatre , has appointed 
Joseph L. Simpson as technical 
director of "The Miser." Under 
Simpson's direction , the Benton 
Hall stage has been projected 
some 25 feet to accommodate 
the play. 
Simpson studied stagecraft at 
Carnegie-Mellon University and 
constructed sets for numerous 
plays there, as well as for the 
SmitHsonian Folk-Life Festival, 
the Barn Theatre in Augusta, 
Michigan, and the Pittsburgh 
Playhouse. 
Tickets for "The Miser" may 
be purchased in advance at the 
University Center Information 
Desk, or at the door. They are 
SO cents with UMSL ID. 
SENIORS & 
GRADUATES 
in Education. Business. and 
Arts and Sciences are 
needed abroad and at home 
in PEACE CORPS and VISTA. 
Action recruiters will be 
interviewing in the 
placement ofjice. 
November 7 • . 8. Wed .• Thurs .• 
Sign up now 
for an interview 
PEACE CORPS VISTA 
NoveDlber 7, 8 
PlaceDlent Office 
-a- , 
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Selling a Presid,ent 
Th~ old adage of "no news is 
good news" surprisingly enough 
has had significant impact on 
the American electorate. That is 
the platform which Richard 
Nixon tried with success to sell 
the American pUblic. In 1968, he 
peddled a secret plan to end the 
war anel a plurality bought it. 
Encouraged by success, Nixon 
shrouded his first term with 
clandestine and covert acts 
interspersed with the secret 
bombings of Cambodia. In place 
of the truth, the Nixon adminis-
tration marketed cl.iches such as 
'!Iaw and order" and "peace 
with honor" and in 1972 a clear 
majority purchased "four more 
years" . 
emphasis of selling p,oducts by 
means of price adjustments and 
to put more emphasis into 
advertising. In their book, Econ· 
omic Development of the United 
States, Peterson and Gray pro-
pose that in major industries 
"rivalry for market control was 
expressed through expenditures 
on advertising, sales promotion, 
and product improvement". Ev-
iden'ce of this is found in the 
auto industry and possibly the 
oil industry despite claims of 
shortages. 
In politics the shift in recent 
years has been away frQm issue 
debates and more toward the 
" elling" of personalities and 
partisan pleas to people's preju-
by Tom Wolf 
Sut s~mewhere in the midst of 
the controversy over the Penta-
gon Papers, IT&T, and Bebe 
Rebozo, Richard Nixon lost 
control of the news. His "plum-
bers" couldn't control the leaks, 
so his administration now echoes 
with the hollowness of its 
cliches. Yet, there is no sense of 
pride nor acc,omplishment to be 
felt in the possible impeachment 
of such a man. The political 
scene may be well rid of him, 
but historians might attribute 
much of his downfall only to the 
fact that he was an inept PR 
man in his attempt to pawn off 
the "White House Horrors" as 
in the best interest of the nation. 
Mr. Nixon just couldn't market 
his scandals like the automotive 
corporations which sell those 440 
cubes that choke the air we 
breathe. Nor did his explanatory 
speeches 'evoke cries of "Wee-
000" from the public like the 
corner grocer does, despite the 
fact that meat prices have 
doubled in the past year. 
American's patience and will to 
. believe in their president is now 
swiftly running out. 
Although Richard Nixon's im-
peachment may be eminent, the 
tactics his administration used to 
sell his policies to the American 
people are not so readily ,dis'-
charged. They are too deeply 
imbedded in our way of life. In 
essence, the Nixdn administra-
tion has taken a page {rom the 
economic development of U.S. 
businesses. During the early 
1900's. major American indus-
tries decided to shift their 
dices. This phenomena has been 
greatly manifested m the NIxon 
years. Amidst the turmoil of the 
'68 campaign, the American 
electorate was presented the 
image of the "New Nixon". 
Supposedly he wasn't like the 
old "product" we discarded in 
'62 but "brand new" and "im-
proved". During the course of 
his first term' the "New Nixon" 
ran into tribulations such as the 
continuing conflict in Vietnam. 
Instead of persuading Americans 
on the ments ot hIS war poltcy; 
he pleaded to their emotional 
prejudices. Just as the peson 
who doesn't use a certain 
toothpaste misses out on a sexy 
smile, those who would d\sagree 
with the president's war policy 
would be somewhat less than 
patriotic Americans. The analogy 
may be stretched a little, but it 
is not far from the truth. For 
was it not President Nixon who 
. told reporters on Friday that he 
attributed the recent public 
outrage against his firing of 
Archibald Cox to "vicious distor-
tion" of the news by the 
electronic media. 
It is perhaps ironic that the 
media which sold the American 
people the "New Nixon" should 
now play a hand in his ultimate 
undoing. But that irony leaves 
the nation with little to be proud 
of. Integrity can only be restored 
when we amend the system so 
that the PresIdent and his 
policies can not be pawned ott 
on the American people in the 
same manner as a tube of 
tooth Pllste. 
WOVJ! ,. ... 'S STUFF HAS 
~e-A L.L'f <:tO NE SOV ~ ! 
Adolescent saviour 
Guru Mahraj Ji, who is known 
as the Perfect Master, will speak 
in the Houston Astrodome on 
Nov. 8,9, and 10 . . At that time 
the Guru will give his practical 
plan for peace in the world. 
Maharaj Ji has followers in 31 
countries that number over 
six-million. Though he is only 15 
years old his appearance at the 
Astrodome is' getting worldwide 
attention and will be covered by 
radio ·and television. 
His appearance will be part of 
a festival known as Millenium 
'73. It is being organized by his 
followers, the Divine Light 
Mission. For more information, 
contact the St. Louis Divine 
Light Center at 77~-4747. 
UMSL Orchestra 
The UMSt: Orchestra, under 
the direction of Clarence J. 
Drichta, will present its first 
concert of the season at 3 pm 
Sunday, Nov. 4, in the J.e. 
Penney Auditorium on the 
UMSL campus. Admission is 
free and open to the public. 
Featured soloist will be Mary 
Layton, principal flautist of the 
orchestra, in Telemann's "Suite 
in A Minor for Flute and String 
Orchestra". A student of Jacob 
Berg, Miss Layton graduated 
from Bayless High School and is 
presently a music education 
major at UMSL. 
Isolation produces classic blues 
by Jim Orso 
If you're into blues, you know 
that the great blues men don't 
sign million dollar recording 
contracts at age nineteen and go 
on to sell themselves through 
the industry. They just happen, 
and usually after ageing has 
brought a vintage to their music. 
And Mississippi John Hurt 
happened just in time- or too 
late -depending on your outlook. 
I first heard him on the 
Newport '63 Folk album and 
immediately bought the two 
albums by Hurt available in the 
area. Contacting the Vanguard 
Recording Society, I learned the 
interesting life story of the man. 
He made several recordings for , 
Okeh Records in 1928, was 
returned to obscurity in Avalon, 
Miss., and was rediscovered 
there 35 years later by the 
Newport people, who had stum-
bled on one of his old 78's, 
"Avalon, My Home Town". He 
was seventy one at the time, 
recorded and went on the tour 
circuit until he died three years 
later, leaving enough new ma-
terial behind to make a number 
of albums. 
His blues are a unique sound, 
developed by thirty years of 
isolation from the rest of the 
blues world. He plays the guitar 
in simple melodies with incred-
ible breaks, and his voice, his 
mellowest asset, is in itself a 
study in blues grit. His songs 
are light, flowing melodies that 
tell stories of old, backdoor, 
back home people and places. If 
you're not yet into blues, he'll 
get you there fast. 
The industry has made a 
number of albums from the 
recently recorded material·, the 
best of which are "Last Ses-
sions" and "The Best of 
Mississippi John Hurt" , both 
released by the Vanguard Re-
cording Society. "Last Sessions" 
is a collection of hi's last re-
cordings and one can easily get 
caught up in the sentiments of 
an .\.lId blues man on this album. 
Hu'?t is an extremely honest 
performer, often revealing per-
sonal feelings in the form of ad 
libs and song intros. "The Best 
of Mississippi John Hurt" is a 
live recording at Oberlin College 
featuring a little bit of every-
thing bluesy in what must 
certainly be one of the classic 
blues performances of all time. 
Both albums feature many tra-
ditional blues songs, "Stag-O-
Lee" and "e.C. Rider" among 
them, along with some spirit-
uals and many unique ongmals. 
(Make sure you listen to "Candy 
Man" and "Richland 'WDmen 
Blues" .) 
You won't find his music at 
your local discount store, you'll 
have to look around, (Streetside 
or Viscount Records to be sure.) 
But the look will be well worth 
it. If you're looking for a taste of 
the blues, get Hurt. I'm sure 
it'll be a beginning. 
Siddhartha seeks the phlosoph, of life 
Siddhartha can best be des-
cribed as an exercise in seeking 
the perfect philosophy to live by. 
The problem with making a 
movie out of ·it is that you are 
inevitably told that the ideal 
gDiiosophy is th.at of the author. I 
$ . 
Mooi4 RetIMuu-
by Gary Hoffman 
Slddhartha IS a teenager in 
India around the time of 
Buddha. He lives in a sleepy, 
peaceful village. He hates living 
in a sleepy, peaceful village. His 
best friend and he decide to 
become wandering hermits in 
search of the great truths of life, 
and ttavel around India for a few 
years. 
Siddhartha's frfend eventuaiIy 
becomes entranced by Buddhism 
and Siddhartha is left to 
continue his search alone. He 
continues to wander until he 
comes to the big city and 
discovers the ,philosophy of 
money. He becomes a wealthy 
merchant and spends most of his 
free time with the local sex 
goddess. She loves him, but he 
professes that neither he nor she 
is capable of love because of 
their way~ of life. , 
Siddhartha tin ally gets sick of 
the whole mess and leaves. He 
throws away his jewelry and 
crosses the river back in the 
direction he originally came. 
There is an old man who runs a 
ferry boat across the river, and 
Siddhartha asks to become his 
apprentice. He wants to spend 
the rest of his days contemplat-
ing the river. The old man 
agrees to let h im stay. 
Our hero has finally foun d 
peace and the perfect way of 
life, He has been a Hindu , a , 
hermit, was almost a Buddhist, 
was a capitalist, and has fina lly 
' decided that the ideal way of life 
is existentialism. (You would 
. have known. this right away had 
you known in advance that the 
story was written by Hermann 
Hesse.) 
The movie is technically excel-
lent. Even with the ancient 
setting there is no sense of time. 
The story could've been today as 
easily as in Buddha's time. The 
,previously mentioned love god-
dess was perfectly cast. , 
Siddhartha can claim only 
limited audience appeal, for 
obvious reasons. As a: venture in 
philosophical thinking it is mild-
ly successful , and as an existen 
tialist training film it is excel-
lent. It is a bust as a general en-
tertainment movie . Pre.pare your 
mind for some deep thinking 
before you go, or the whole 
evening will have been ~asted. 
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by Ellen Cohen 
The evening spent with the 
New York Pro Musica Antiqua 
was a beautiful one. J.c. Penney 
Auditorium was filled Saturday 
evening, Oct. 26, with an 
audience highly receptive to the 
music of Elizabethan and Joco-
bean England which was so 
magnificently recreated for 
them. 
The group of musicians was 
composed of vocalists and in-
strumentalists clothed in cos-
tumes and surrounded by instru-
ments charactertistic of the 
period which corresponded to 
their music. The women wore 
long velvet gowns in very rich 
colors, complimented by the 
velvet shirts or jackets of the 
men. The group of ten perform-
ers arranged themselves on the 
stage in a way reminiscent of 
the traveling musicians of olden 
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Pro Musica eI1-thralls audience 
days. Those who were perform-
ing rose or played with enthus-
iastic gestures, while the others 
of the group held a statue-like 
pose. 
One of the most fascinating 
aspects of the concert was the 
vast array of musical instru-
ments. Those used in the perfor-
mances were the same instru-
ments used in that period, and it 
was possible to compare them to 
the modern forms of the 
instruments into which they had 
developed. The harpsichord and 
lute, rare instruments today, 
were often responsible for the 
rhythmic, foundation in much of 
the music, with their 'elaborate 
plucking sounds. When the two 
, instruments emerged in their re-
spective solos, they were hand-
led with mastery by the musi-
cians who played them. The viol, 
or lyra viol, appeared much like 
today's cello, and was used for 
solo voice accompaniment or as 
a hauntingly ethereal solo instru-
ment itself. 
However, it was the woodwind 
instruments which offered the 
greatest range in shapes and 
sounds of the instrument. The 
most predominant of the period 
was the recorder, and it came in 
various lengths and sizes, ac-
cording to the range in pitch. 
There was an exquisite recorder 
solo, entitled "Variations on 
When Daphne from Phoebus 
did Fly", in which the fingers of 
the soloist flew so rapidly up 
and down the range of the 
recorder that it was breath-tak-
ing. Other instrumental varia-
tions on the recorder included 
the crumhorn, the gemshorn, 
flute and bass flute. The sounds 
ranged from the clear, cheery 
sound of the recorder, to a more 
deep muted sound of the bass 
flute: to the nasal, subdued 
sound of the shawn. 
The voices of five vocalists 
intertwined and harmonized in 
the songs of love preserved from 
the time of Elizabetha and Ja-
cobean England. There were two 
sopranos, a countertenor, tenor 
and bass. The two women had 
beautiful voices, and with a 
clear, bell-like tone, the other 
mellow and rich. It was the 
countertenor, however, who dis-
played a quality and tone of 
voice which is little heard today. 
A countertenor is a tenor with 
an unusually high range and 
pitch, and this vocal part is 
rarely used today. It is much 
more characteristic of the Eliza-
bethan period, and usually soars 
quite beautifully through an 
intricate madrigal piece. Some of 
the songs which the ensemble 
performed were entitled, "Fire! 
Fire! my heart! Fa la" and 
"Weep, weep, mine eyes, my 
heart can take no rest'.' 
The love songs were especially 
alive with the atmosphere of 
Elizabethan England when the 
vocalist and instrumentalists 
joined together, and the record-
ers echoed the voices while the 
tamborines alld bells accentuat-
ed the pulsing rhythm of the 
madrigal. The audience was 
gently transported to the baron-
ial manors of merry old England 
and treated to the beautiful 
music of the time. 
The evening with the New 
York Pro Musica Antiqua was 
part of the continuing celebra-
tion of UMSL's 10th anniver-
sary, and was sponsored by the 
Performing Arts and Cultural 
Events Committee and the 
University Programmin.g Board. 
Twilight of a Universe More 
by Rose Carafiol 
The day when the heavens 
were about to fall, God no 
longer dwelt above the clouds. It 
was a 'grave time - a signal that 
the best and worst was about to 
begin, namely, the end of the 
universe. 
As the complexity of life grew 
more and more bewildering, 
voices of the night would call to 
the restless beings - unable to 
sleep because of the intense 
light, even at midnight. Many 
perished before the end. For 
those hardy souls who tenacious-
ly held on to the organismic way 
of life, it was not until the inter-
galactic winds swept whole 
galaxies into burning infernos -
that matter and soul were freed 
from the chemical bonds of life 
(as we know it). 
It was as though a great fire 
dance was being danced within 
all creation. Music penetrated 
into every crevasse - , vibrating 
,the essense and structure of 
SENIORS & 
GRADUATES 
in Education . Business. and 
Arts and Sc iences are 
needed abroad and at home 
in PEACE CORPS and VISTA. 
Action recruiters will be 
interviewing in the 
placement office . 
November 7 . 8 . W e_d ,. Th urs .• 
Sign up n ow 
for an i n terview 
PEAC E CORPS VIS TA 
November 7, 8 
Placement O f fice 
, .~ ......•........... ~ ...... ~ .... . 
PREGNANT? 
"-
Need Free 
CONFIDENTIAL 
Help 
Call PREGNANCY AID 
962-5300 .. I 
I 
-.........•..•••.••• ~ ........... ~ 
forms of living (& non-living). 
matter, as though to move bod-
ies, thoughts, souls, mountains, 
clouls, and wind all , together, 
into a vortex of unspeakable 
density. 
You cannot imagine the an-
guish and suprcm~ ,k'y exper-
ienced at the end of the world. 
To know that the , total exper-
ience of this universe was being 
expressed into a formidable ionic 
broth .... to nourish the dreams of 
countless phases of universal 
expansion and contraction (the / 
flowering of many secret civili-
zations had been constructed 
around this supreme triumph of 
life). Angels grew into tangible 
manifestation to instruct the 
remnant of humanity in the arts 
Ride shotgun for 
of compression and expansion, 
till, no longer subject to "physi-
cal laws" they succeeded in at-
taining the wisdom of the atom, 
and the strength of suns. 
At this point in untime, a 
continuous luminous stream of 
celestial light flickered over 
everything, imparting a feverish 
intpnsity to the efforts of man 
and other sentiment beings to 
merge into the source of this 
delicious energy. About this 
source, I can only admit that it 
was from "Beyond", beyond .... 
(and ultimately within) so that to 
describe it is to say, .. glory ..... 
it canot be contained in syl-
lables, it can only move them. 
Now I must abandon this 
outpost, and make ready. 
WELLS FARGO SECURITY ~ERVICE~ 
Men &. Women 
21 years &. over 
Hours f itted to your class s,chedules 
Ex,perienc~ with horses not necessary 
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·his Italian m obster fat her ••• 
his black chick (slightly over -amorol:1s) 
other chicks (disposed the same way) 
various friends, enemies 
and weirdos (of assorted colors) 
and The Godfather (who is exactly that.), 
® 
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Course Evaluation termed unfair, ineffective 
by Carol Parks 
Central Council has seen fit to 
raise itself on a higher plane. It 
can now imitate high office by 
flaunting the luxury of boredom. 
The aspect being referred to is 
Course Evaluation, a subject of 
controversy. 
It started three years ago as 
one of the council's major 
offerings to the student body, 
but has remained the black 
sheep, continuously competing 
for funds and support , chiefly 
with their tutoring program. 
The general purpose has been 
to help students make the best 
decision possible in the choice of 
future courses, and to give 
students an idea of what major 
to choose . 
In this respect it has been 
geared primarily for freshmen 
and incoming students. 
Course. Evaluation is adminis-
tered by two people, Howard 
Dettmer, a senior, and Howard 
Friedmen, a sophomore. Among 
other things, they are responsi-
Sports 
By Paul April 
[Nov. 2-8] 
ON CAMPUS 
Soccer - UMSL vs. Rockhurst 
in K.C. at 8 pm . Sat., Nov. 3 . 
Weekday Films 
The Shop on Main Street. 
Mon . Nov. 5 at 2:40 and 8 pm 
in J.C. Penney Auditorium. 
Shane. Tues . , Nov. 4 at 3 and 
8 pm in J .C. Penney Auditor-
ium . 
Weekend Film 
Five Easy Pieces . Fri., Nov. 2 
at' 7':30 -and 9:45 pm and Sat., 
Nov. 3 at 8 pm in 101 Stadler 
Hall . Admission $.75 with UMSL 
1.0. 
UMSL Orchestra 
UMSL Orchestra plays, Clar-
ence Drichta conducting. Sun . , 
Nov. 4, 3 pm. in J.C. Penney 
Auditorium . Free . 
Theatre 
"The Miser" Nov. 2 and 4 in 
105 Benton Hall at 8 pm. 
Admission $.50 
Dance 
Dance sponsored by The 
What's Up Gang Club on Fri., 
Nov . 2 at 9 pm in the Snack Bar. 
Admission is $1 .00 
Concert 
Bryan Bower in concert at 
Tile flapper look! Furs 
for fun and dress! 
Antique 
Furs 
from 
from 
S9 
S5 
1307' . 
n ne~WaShington 
~ ~ Fashion Sq. 
; furs and fashions , Building 
t Fur products labeled to show 
, country of origin 0/ importea furs 
., .. ,.""".""""",." 
ble for making up questionnaires 
each semester. Each question-
naire is a revision of the last, 
making modifications through 
complaints and suggestions. 
With all its well intent there is 
still criticism from faculty and 
students. "At the moment the 
Council is divided into two 
factions," said Bob Braun , Vice 
President of Central Council. 
"The movement against continu-
ing evaluation and cutting off 
funds is because they feel it's 
both a waste of time and ineffec-
tive . " . 
Although Course Evaluation 
has been one of the top projects 
of Central Council it has 
received litt.le support from the 
rest of its members. 
. Braun said that Course Evalu-
ation has a minute effect on the 
Council. This could be due to 
the fact that after three years 
the subject has become boring. 
Dettmer replied to some of the 
objections presented against his 
project. 
11 :45 am. In the University 
Center Lounge Fri., Nov. 2. 
Forum 
Racism and Biology . Fri., 
Nov. 2 at 11 :45 am, in rm . 78 
J.C. Penney Auditorium. Speak-
er Galand Allen, Professor of 
Biolo'gy at Washington Univer-
sity . 
Lectures 
Lecture. John W. White, Rep-
resentative of Billy Graham, 
presented by Baptist Student 
Union. Wed., Nov. 7 at 12:30 
pm in J.C. Penney Auditorium. 
Lecture. Nicholas Johnson, 
representative of Federal Com-
munications Commission, "How 
To Talk Back To Your Televi-
sion" at 12:40 pm, on Wed., 
Nov . 7 in Rm. 126 Business and 
Education Building. 
Lecture. Lawrence M. Ab-
rams, president of Animal Be-
havior Clinic, "It's Their World 
Too! 4,000 Animals destroyed 
monthly in St. Louis." Nov. 5 at 
9 am, Rm. 229 J .C. Penney 
Building. 
Meetings 
Open University Senate Meet-
ing on Thurs., Nov. 8 at 2:15 pm . 
in Rm . 121 J .C. Penney Build-
ing . Regular University Senate-
Meeting on Thurs . , Nov. 8 at 
3:15 pm, in Rm. 126 J.C. 
Penney Building. 
"It's the students responsibil-
ity to voice their opinions . They 
pay for the course and they have 
the right to say what they think 
about a given teacher." 
Gerald North, associate pro-
fessor of Physics, who wrote a 
tongue-in cheek letter several 
years ago to the Current, 
expressing some basic com-
plaints, had occasion recently to 
discuss them again. 
"My main objections to the 
evaluation," North said, "has 
been that it does not draw repre-
sentative . comparisions, percent-
age wise. It has also been unfair 
in its attempt to compare lecture 
courses with classes of small 
number which contain mostly 
majors . 
"As far as majors are con-
cerned students in the upper 
division like the subject and may 
not have a choice as to the 
instructor they get. Their teach-
ers know who likes what and 
who doesn't. The students are 
Central Council Meeting. 
Sun . , Nov. 4, at 4 pm in J.C . 
Penney Building. 
, OFF CAMPUS 
At the American Theatre 
Mott ,the Hoople Concert, with 
special guest: Blue. Sat., Nov. 3 
at 7:30 and 11:30 pm. Tickets: 
$3.50, $4.50, $5.50. 
At Powell Symphony Hall 
The Baroque Orchestra - St. 
Louis Symphony. Sat., Nov. 3 at 
8:30 pm . 
At the Arena 
Billy Graham Crusade. Nov. 2 
through Nov. 11 . Nightly at 7:30 
pm. Sundays at 3 pm. Admis-
sion is free. 
Festival 
The Black Veiled Prophet Afro 
Festival. At Imperial Civic Cen-
ter, 4339 Warne at W . Floris-
sant. Sat., Nov. 3 at 7 pm - 1 :30 
am. Tickets $3.00 in advance or 
$4.00 at the door. 
At Wash. U. 
Lecture on Welfare and the 
Supreme Courts by Professor 
Stephen Wasby, Associate Pro-
fessor of Government at SIU -
Carbondale. Thurs., Nov . 8 , at 8 
pm in Brown Hall. Admission is 
$1.50; students $1 .00. 
A t the Goldenrod 
A benefit performance of 
"Maude's Peril" 'will be held at 
7:30 pm. Sun ., Nov. 4 at the 
BeCODle a PROFESSIONAL 
MEDICAL ASSISTANT ~ 
Study for 5 months under Registered Nurses plus 
one month internship unCler the direction 
of a Physician. 
Classes start Feb. II 
Call 965·8363 for 'information 
MIDWEST INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL ASSISP.NTS 
Kirkwood. Mo. 
approved for veterans 
--------------------------------------11 
WORK OVERSEAS , ~ 
ALL TRADES, SKILLS AND PROFESSIONS 
STUDENTS AND GRADUATES 
Male Female 
Higher pay, no taxes, travel to Australia, Europe, 
South and Central America, Africa 
and South East Asia 
Write for our brochure: 
WORLDWIDE STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES 
P.O. Box 1255 
1()75 Camino Flores 
Ij 
I 
I 
Thousand Oaks, California 91360 I 
-------------------------------------, 
more senous, they want to learn 
and instructors don't perform for 
them as in freshmen classes. 
Chourses of this type simply 
cannot be compared to freshmen 
lectures. 
"Each semester this depart-
ment gets evaluated by the 
department chairman , students 
in Physics and Course Evalua-
tion. The department chairman. 
and dean use their evaluations 
as one way of determining which 
instructor, and how much of an 
increase they should get in 
salary per semester. There is a 
tendency to give raises to the 
higher scorers. What it's really 
all about is that the dean and 
the department chairman do 
read the students course evalua-
tion, because they are interested 
in what the students think and 
how instructors rate with them. 
Although this evaluation is 
invalid for this purpose and the 
administration doesn't meaning-
Iy use it it can have a prejudical 
effect. When coming to this it 
Goldenrod Showboat. Tickets are 
$3.00 with proceeds going to the 
St. Louis Chapter of Friends of 
Children of Viet Nam. 
At Colurr>bia 
Foot' .! Missouri Tigers vs. 
Kansas State. Sat., Nov. 3. 
Game time 1 :30. 
Attention all clubs and organi-
zations . We at the Current arlO' 
interested in keeping the student 
body informed on upcor:1ing 
campus activities . If you have a 
maeting or other activity coming 
up drop us a line at 256 U. 
Center at least one week in 
advance and we will do our best 
to see that it gets in Around 
UMSL. Remember to tell us 
where and when and <:ny other 
pertinent information . 
forces professors to be alike, 
which is the last thing you want. 
It's to the students advantage to 
keep teachers different." 
North's own class was evalu-
ated last spring and the results 
should appear in the fall of '73 
edition. 
North is not the only one on 
campus who is upset by the way 
Course Evaluation has been 
handfed . Patricia Stevens and 
Raymond Balbes, of Mathemat-
ics, wrote another letter April 
18, 1973 complaining that, 
"Course evaluations that give 
false information, are worst than 
no evaluations at all ," and went 
on to say that 29 out of the 131 
evaluated in the fall results 
didn't correspond to their 
"descriptive ratings.' ; The per-
centages 1.80 and 1.75 were 
confused and teachers who 
should have been listed as 
~utstanding were merely aver· 
age. 
The brunt of their argument 
being that evaluation was not 
only unfair but that the act of 
compiling information was slip-
shod. 
SENIORS & 
GRADUATES 
in Education, Business, and 
Arts and Sciences are 
needed abroad and at home 
in PEACE CORPS and VISTA. 
Action recruiters will be 
intervi~wing in the 
,placement office. 
November 7, 8, Wed .. Thurs., 
Sign up now 
for an interview 
PEACE CORPS VISTA 
November 7, 8 
Placement Office 
~u •• JoinUs! 
This is the way you 've always wanted 
to learn and should , Combir~ 
accredited study with a faSCinating 
semester of travel to Alrica, Austral-
asia . the Orient . and' the Amer.icas , 
Over 8500 students from 450 colleges 
have already participated , FinanCial 
aid is avetilable , Write now for Iree 
catalog : 
-
J 
WCA, Chapman Colleg~ 
Box 1000, Orange, CA 92666 
- - -
It's Fast and Easy 
to advertise in the Current. 
FOR SALE 
1972 Rally Nova in good 
condition. 895-2357 after 
6. 
WANTED: 
Hom'e for POTted plants. ' 
Gentle, good with chil-
dren. Eight in all. Could 
grow to six feet HIGH . 
Call 231-1212. 
WANTED: 
Need barmaid . Days, ad-
justable hours. Smitty's 
Lounge. Lucas Hunt & 
Natural Bridge. 
WANTED: 
Need piano or guitar play-
er. Friday & Saturday 
nites . Male or female. 
Smitty's Lounge . Lucas 
Hunt & natural Bridge. 
Room-mate wanted. Fe-
male 21-30 . 66xx Kings-
busy, University City . $65 . 
862-0540. 
FOR SALE: 
Pro-tex walking and hiking 
stick. Reinforced for 
strength . Light and heavy 
weights . Call 261-5442. 
10 e a word 
• 
• 
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Growing pains hinder women's sports. 
by Brian Flinchpaugh 
Women's Intercollegiate ath-
letics at UMSL have gotten off 
to a rather dismal start for the 
1973·74 school year. In the 
throes of a building period , 
women's sports, particularly in 
field hockey , are experiencing 
the growing pains so often 
prevelent in new programs. 
In a season that has been an 
"experience" in the words of 
field hockey coach Judy Whit· 
ney, the girls went into the 
expanded schedule with high 
hopes of improving a 1-2 mark 
in their first season . Despite an 
opening loss to Principia College 
2·0. UMSL women gained two 
hard fought ties 1-1 with 
Lindenwood College at UMSL on 
Oct. 2 and a scoreless duel with 
St. Louis University on Oct. 7, 
also on their home field. At this 
point the roof caved in. 
Droping a 1·0 game to 
SIU·Edwardsville on Oct. 9, 
Senate Sponsored Open Discussion 
for All M'embers of the University Community 
November 8 Room 121 J. C. Penney Bldg. 
2:30 pm - 3:15 pm ~ 
Topic will be -
FACULTY-STAFF FRINGE BENEFITS 
Panel members: DR. WILLIAM HAMLIN DR. KING WlENTGE 
• MR. PAUL CZERVINSKE 
Members of the Senate W~lfare and Grievance Committee will host 
the meeting Refreshments will be served 
UMSL lost their next three 
contests to St. Louis University 
in a return match 2·0 on, Oct. 18, 
followed two days later by a 
lop-sided loss to Greenville 5·0, 
and a 3-1 defeat at the hands of 
SIU·Edwardsville in another reo 
turn match on Oct. 24. The field 
hockey team entered their final 
game of the season against 
Greenville on Friday, Oct. 26 
with a 0-5·2 record ' hoping 
somehow that in Whitney's 
words they could "utilize their 
skills for next year". 
Women's Intercollegiate vol-
leyball has also experienced a 
slow start. In the . opening 
matches being played at Forest 
Park Community College on Oct. 
IS , the UMSL vs . St. Louis 
meeting resulted in a victory for 
St. Louis University with scores 
of 15·12, 10·13 and 12·15. Oct. 
22 saw a defeat at the hands of 
Meramec Community College 
15-6, 15-8 followed by their first 
triumph of the young season a 
15·4, 15-5 conquest of Linden-
wood College. 
UMSL defeats Quincy 
with last-minute goal 
by Denise Mandie 
The Rivermen traveled to 
Quincy last Saturday evening to 
play the 14th ranked Hawks of 
Quincy College. Despite cold 
weather and a sloppy playing 
field, the Riv.ermen managed to 
defeat Quincy in a frantic, 
crowd·pleasing game, breaking a 
2-2 tie with just minutes left to 
play. 
After losing their last two 
games, Quincy was looking for a 
much needed victory while the 
Rivermen were trying to remain 
undefeated . While the fans 
support was strong and stable 
for both teams, the game itself 
was very flexible, with neither 
team dominating the game 
entirely. Quincy scored first on a 
- goal by Jim Pollihan with an 
assist from Mark Mathis. Near 
the end of the first half UMSL 
tied it with a goal by Frank 
Flesch on a cross-over shot from 
Dennis Maddock. 
Le'ss than two minutes into the 
second half, Quincy scored 
again. This time on a goal by 
Paul Geerling with an assist 
from Bill Fann. The Hawks out 
hustled the Rivermen in the 
second half until Mike Caraffai's 
goal on a penalty kick slowed 
them down and tied the game at 
2-2. The game continued back 
and forth until UMSL broke 
loose in the last few minutes and 
went ahead on a goal scored by 
Dennis Maddock with an assist 
going to Joe Kreft. The final 
was a 3-2 Riermen victory. 
The Rivermen are on the road 
again this weekend and they will 
play -RoCkhurst at 8 pm on 
Saturday at Rockhurst. 
Heidbrier leads 
Rivermen to 
strong finish 
The Rivermen Harriers turned 
in another outstanding perform-
ance as they finished third in the· 
twelve team Westminster Invita-
tional. They compiled 95 points 
over the tough 10,000 meter (6.2 
miles) course as they finished . 
behind Tarkio and Westminster. 
TIME 
Magazine 
reports: ' 
SENIORS & 
GRADUATES 
in Education. Business. and 
Arts and Sciences are 
needed abroad and at home 
in PEACE CORPS and VISTA. 
Action recruiters will be 
interviewing in the 
Captain Ed Heidbrier led the 
team to the winners stand, 
finishing third in the field of 
seventy. Heidbrier covered the 
course in 32:41, seconds behind 
the leader, after battling for first 
over the entire length of the 
hilly course. The rest of the 
team finished. strong as Chuck 
Huber, 18th, Paul Wood, 21st, 
Fran Hake, 25th, and John 
Edwards, 28th, all covered the 
6.2 miles in under 36 minutes. 
PINK CHABLIS 
OF CALlFOR.NIA 
Mort than a Rose. our Pink Chablis is a captiualing 
lOint combining the delicate fragra nce of a suptrior Rosi 
I1!d the crisp character of a fine Chablis. This wine is 0IIt 
~ our most delightful crea tions. Made and bottled attltt 
GzI~ Vineyards in Modesto. Calif. Alcohol 12% by 001. 
~'Gallo's Pink Chablis 
recently triumphed 
over ten costlier 
competitors in a blind 
tasting anlong a 
panel of wine-industry 
executives 
in Los Angeles~' 
Time MagaZine November 27, 1972 page 81. 
More than a Rose. 
PINK CHABLIS of CALIFORNIA - Gallo Vineyards. Modesto, California . 
_ placement office. 
November 7. 8. We_d :. Thurs .• 
Sign up noW' 
for a.n intervieW' 
PEACE CORPS VISTA 
NoveDlber 7, 8 
Pla.ceDlent Office 
Coach Dan Wall expressed his . 
evident pleasure with the team's 
performance. "The conditioning 
of the team paid off in the race. 
You have to be in top condition 
to run a 10,000 meter race , 
especially as hilly as it was after 
the 3 mile mark." 
The Rivermen wrap up their 
season this week with meets at 
Principia Tuesday and SIU· 
Edwardsville Friday. 
. . 
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For a Great Selection of 
ATHLETIC LEISURE SHOES WARM-LIP SUITS 
LEATHER JACKETS SPEEDO SWIM SUITS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
'. • 
• 
• 
• 7591 Olive Blvd. 725-4145: , ...........................................•.. ~ 
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TH"E UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD 
PR ESENTS 
"OUITE SIMPLY THE BEST SINGER IN THE WORLD" 
-DEREK JEWELL) SUNDAY TIMES) LONDON 
CLEO LAINE 
I JOHND DANKWORTH 
~----- AND ENSEMBLE ----------' 
ANTHONY HYMAS, KEYBOARD/GRAHAM MORGAN, DRUMS/ DARYL RUNSWICK, BASS 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER,16/8:30P.M./J.C. PENNEY AUDITORIUM 
$2.00 UMSL STUDENTS/$ 3.00 FACULTY & STAFF/$4.00 PUBLIC 
ADVANCE TICKETS AV.lILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER INFOR~1ATION DESK 
THIS PROGRAM IS BEING SUBSIDIZED WItH STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS. 
